NOW is the time to get your Gym. boxes.

Chip Chapman, '85, has returned.
Ask Hardon how he broke his hat.
Mr. French, '82, was at the Institute Wednesday last.
The English department will have a reference library next year.
A new instrument for gauging the velocity of streams—a pistol tube.
Many of the Freshmen are dissatisfied with the roster for the present year.
Would not a tonsorial artist strike a bonanza by calling on the civil department?
At the meeting of the 2 G. Society, on the 14th, two members from '85 were initiated.
Now that Chapman has returned, we will probably hear from the Sigma Chis again.
We are informed, by reading a notice on the bulletin-board, that the lock-ups are now ready.
The Sophs were condoling with one another last Friday, after the first examination in physics.
We notice that the Journal proposes the name of Gen. F. A. Walker for senator from Massachusetts.
The Senior class in mechanics will soon be broken up into divisions composed of the different departments.
One of the Sigma Gazelles tried to remove an obstruction in the Neponset River the other day by the use of the Cornell stroke.
We understand Cupid has again been at work at the Institute. This time a chemist has succumbed. He will probably survive.

'86 has chosen the following class officers for the ensuing year: Pres. Roland G. Gamwell; Vice-Pres'ts Frank L. Locke, F. Richardson; Sec. A. M. Getchell; Treas. A. E. Leach.

Many are inquiring about the Tennis Club and whether arrangements for playing are to be made for the coming winter.
The exchanges in the library have a fine appearance now with the new labels on their covers. There are about sixty exchanges in all.
Amherst's new gymnasium will be one of the finest in the country when finished. It will be modelled and finished in a style similar to the Harvard gymnasium.
Many of the students availed themselves of the invitation extended by the managers of the Olympian Club to visit the skating rink last Friday and Saturday afternoons.
The Freshmen had their first drill on Wednesday last. The number and appearance of the men on that and the succeeding day promise well for the success of the drill this year.
The reason that a certain Institute man gives for not subscribing for the Tech is that he can find every issue in the binders. Verily, is frankness here a virtue? We call it cheek.
The Senior mechanicals have been removed to new quarters for drawing, viz., Room 22, the doorway between this room and the old mechanical drawing-room having been reopened.
The mechanical drawing-room is so crowded at present that the door between it and the second civil room has been taken down, and some of the mechanicals will have desks in the civil room.
Crush hats and ten-acre collars are not conducive to one's finances; and, remembering some assessments shortly due, we would advise a certain miner not to be so hard on the present styles in future.

Ritz and Hastings have been chosen as the photographers for '83. Those desirous of having their portraits taken will please hand in their names to the committee, Eppendorff, Underwood, and Davis.

Through the kindness of the Olympian Club managers, the Institute men were given free tickets on Friday and Saturday last. A large number availed themselves of the privilege, in order to practice skating for the fancy dress party, which takes place Thanksgiving evening.